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ABSTRACT

We are surrounded by a multitude of connected devices with microphones, the signal of which should be combined
for best sound quality. Thus, we recently proposed a distributed speech and audio codec which decorrelates
quantization noise applying randomization. In this paper, this method is extended attenuating quantization
noise using Wiener filtering at the decoder. We demonstrate that this approach can be used to jointly attenuate
quantization noise and background noise present at the microphones. By using orthogonal randomization matrices,
computational complexity can be minimized by separating the Wiener filter from the inverse randomization. Our
evaluation shows that Wiener filtering in combination with a randomized distributed codec is an efficient method to
attenuate background and quantization noise at the decoder.

1 Introduction

We are constantly surrounded by a multitude of devices
equipped with microphones, including mobile phones,
smart watches, computers, TV-sets and remote-controls.
The high spatial diversity gained by the variety of de-
vices can be exploited by multichannel filtering tech-
niques combining their signals, potentially allowing us
to freely roam our environment, without sacrificing the
telecommunication experience.

To minimize the amount of transmitted data, a compact
representation of the microphone signals is required.
For the single channel scenario, a variety of standard-
ized speech and audio codecs are available, aiming
to offer the highest achievable perceptual quality at a
given bit-rate [1, 2]. Several standardized codecs for

multi-channel scenarios are available, that assume that
a single encoder has access to all channels.
Also for multi-device scenarios, generally known
as wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs), differ-
ent coding approaches have been proposed [3]. These
approaches offer solutions for networks, that allow
links between sensor nodes. Moreover, they are not
based on single-channel codecs, and therefore do not
offer state-of the art single channel speech codec per-
formance.
Our objective is to modify state-of-the-art speech and
audio codecs to include features of distributed source
coding. A central problem in adapting conventional
codec designs in distributed coding is that quantiza-
tion errors will correlate between devices. Specifi-
cally, when using arithmetic coding at low bit-rates,
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as quantization noise will be correlated to the signal.
This correlation infringes the assumption of many ap-
proaches proposed for the reduction of quantization
noise. Further, these correlations reduce the coding
gain and expected improvement in quality when com-
bining multiple devices.

We recently proposed an approach [4] that decorre-
lates the quantization noise of the different encoders
by a randomizing transform. We focus on using meth-
ods compatible with existing speech and audio cod-
ing paradigms to ensure state-of-the-art single device
performance, that can utilize the signals of multiple
devices to improve the quality.

2 Randomization and Wiener filtering

We assume that all signals are windowed to length N
and transformed to the frequency domain. The input
signal vectors are s = [s0, . . . ,sN−1]

T , where sk denotes
the k-th frequency bin of the input signal, and (·)T the
transpose. To transform the input signals to a random-
ized domain, they are multiplied with an orthogonal
random matrix A of size N×N:

a = As. (1)

The randomized signal a is then quantized, using a
scalar quantization scheme:

â = Q(a) , (2)

where ( ·̂ ) is the quantized version of the respective
signal and Q(·) represents the quantization operation.
The quantization noise vector v = [v0, . . . ,vN−1]

T is:

v = â−a. (3)

In the case of arithmetic coding, the quantization noise
is correlated to the original signal at low bit-rates, as
can be seen in Figure 1, which can be counteracted
by applying randomization before arithmetic coding.
Although the quantization signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in Figure 1 (b) and (c) are the same, the approach
applying randomization Figure 1 (b) shows more power
in low power regions. To minimize quantization noise,
we apply a filter B, estimating the clean input signal s
from the quantized observation â:

s̊ = Bâ, (4)

where s̊ is the estimate of the clean speech signal. Due
to randomization, the quantization noise is white and

not correlated to the input signal, whereby we can esti-
mate the correlation matrix of the noise if the quanti-
zation SNR is given. The optimal filter in the Wiener
sense, minimizing the norm-2 distance between the es-
timated and the clean signal min‖s̊− s‖2

2 [5] follows:

B = Rss AHR−1
ââ , (5)

where Rss = E (ssH), Rââ = E (ââH), (·)H is the Her-
mitian of a matrix and E (·) is the expectation.

With the assumption that the quantization noise v and
the speech signal s are uncorrelated, we have:

Rââ = ARssAH +Rvv, (6)

where Rvv = E (vvH) is the correlation matrix of the
quantization noise. It follows that its correlation is
Rvv = σ2

v I, where I is an identity matrix of size N×N
and σ2

v is the energy of the quantization noise.

By substitution of Equation 6 into Equation 5 we ob-
tain:

B = Rss AH (ARssAH +Rvv
)−1

. (7)

Since A is an orthogonal matrix, we have AHA = I,
whereby we can reorganize terms to obtain:

B = Rss (Rss +Rvv)
−1 AH . (8)

Thus, we can first reverse the randomization process by
multiplication with the transpose of the random matrix
AH , and in a second step enhance the signal applying
the Wiener filter B, as holds true for any orthonormal
transform.

From the quantization scheme we can estimate Rvv,
whereby due to the assumption that the quantization
noise and the desired speech signal are uncorrelated,
we can get an instantaneous estimate of the speech
correlation: Rss = Rââ −Rvv . This yields major sav-
ings with regard to computational complexity, as we do
not have to invert the full matrix

(
ARssAH +Rvv

)
for

each frame. In contrast, the inversion of the correlation
matrices and A are trivial, since they are, respectively,
diagonal and orthonormal.
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Fig. 1: The original speech signal is depicted in Figure (a). Figure (b) and (c) depict the spectra of the arithmetic
coded signals with and without the proposed randomization respectively. No filtering was applied.
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Fig. 2: Overview over the proposed multichannel coding approach, applying randomization and enhancement.

3 Multichannel Enhancement

The single device case can be readily generalized to a
scenario where multiple devices transmit their encoded
signals independently. This generalization supports our
overall objective to demonstrate the feasibility of inte-
grating enhancement into the randomized distributed
coding paradigm.

We assume that there is one desired speech signal s0
that is acquired by M transmitters. We model the acous-
tic path from the source to the individual devices by

s = Ds0, (9)

where D is a matrix of size KM×K. Frequency bins are
indexed by k and the transmitters by m. We model the
different distances of the desired source to the device,
yet we ignore any absorption or reflection. Thus D
follows by:

D =


IK
D1
...

DM−1

 , (10)

where I is an identity matrix of size K×K and Dm
describes the relative phase-delays φk,m of the m-th
microphone, at the frequency bin k with respect to
the first microphone. The matrix follows as: Dm =
diag

[
e jω0φ0,m . . .e jωK−1φK−1,m

]
, where ωk correspond to

the angular frequency of bin k and j denotes the imag-
inary unit. The values of φk,m can be easily derived
from geometric considerations [6].

Although each of the transmitters applies randomiza-
tion separately, we can formulate a joint randomization
matrix, to be used at the decoder. Therefore, the ran-
dom matrix of the individual encoders Am are concate-
nated as follows:

A =


A0 0

A1
. . .

0 AM−1

 , (11)

whereby, equivalent to Equation 1 a = As.

We define the quantization noise as v = â− a, thus
the ensemble correlation matrix for the quantization
noise is Rvv = E (vvH). Rvv is a diagonal matrix as
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we assume that the quantization noise is uniform in
the frequency domain and uncorrelated between the
transmitters.

With these definitions, we can derive a multichannel
filter B, that estimates the clean speech signal s̊ = Bâ
equivalently to the single channel case in Equation 4.
The optimal filter in the Wiener sense, minimizing
‖s̊− s0‖2

2 is:

B = RssDHAH (ADRss DHAH +Rvv
)−1

. (12)

As we chose the individual randomization matrices Am
to be orthogonal, the ensemble randomization matrix
A also fullfills this property. Thus, as for the single
channel case the equation simplifies to:

B = Rss DH (DRss DH +Rvv
)−1 AH . (13)

Since the inverse randomization AH appears here as
a separate multiplication, we can treat randomization
and enhancement as separate operations. Therefore, we
can choose to apply the multichannel filter that satisfies
our requirements the best. For example, instead of
Wiener filtering, multichannel MVDR filtering could
be applied [6].

Note that it is possible to take other interferences at the
microphones into account as well, as long as they are
uncorrelated to the desired source signal. If for example
we want to attenuate uncorrelated sensor noise at the
microphones, we can extend Equation 13 by adding the
covariance matrix Rww of the undesired interference:

B = RssDH (DRssDH +Rvv +Rww
)−1 AH . (14)

We showed that due to the choice of orthogonal ran-
domization matrices, also in the multichannel case can
minimize the quantization noise while separating the
enhancement from the randomization paradigm. This
yields a computationally efficient approach, that also
enables us to freely choose the multichannel filtering
technique.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
we tested the combination of enhancement, coding and
randomization in both single and multichannel sce-
narios. In all experiments arithmetic coding was ap-
plied in the short time Fourier transform domain as in

[7]. It is clearly visible that the output of conventional
arithmetic coding in Figure 1(c) has large frequency
areas quantized to zero, whereas randomized quantiza-
tion in Figure 1(b) better resembles the original signal
in Figure 1(a). This property of the arithmetic coder
causes muffled sounding speech at low bit-rates. Mod-
ern codecs compensate by applying noise-filling at high
frequencies. In contrast the randomization approach
has the tendency to sound noisy in the higher frequency
regions. Applying Wiener filtering to reduce quantiza-
tion noise mends the problem.

Moreover, applying randomization before coding re-
duces the correlation between quantization noise and
the desired speech signal, which is an assumption
of many speech enhancement techniques, including
Wiener filtering.

We applied the standard overlap-add method with 50%
overlap and a raised cosine window, in order to ensure
perfect reconstruction [2]. The resulting windowed
signals were then transformed to the frequency domain,
using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).

To use a quantization scheme that is constrained to real-
valued signals, the complex DFT spectrum is mapped
to a real valued domain by taking the real part of the
first and the imaginary of the second part of the fre-
quency domain vectors. The resulting signal x is then
quantized using an arithmetic coder following [7].

We estimated the clean speech covariance matrix Rss
rudimentarily by Rss = Rxx −σ2

v I, as this estimation
is not in the focus of this paper.

To characterize the performance of the proposed
method we compare it to two base line approaches.
As a trivial combination of multi-channel signals, we
take the mean of them at the decoder side, abbreviated
by Avg. This approach is equivalent to a delay-and-
sum beamformer. With this method our experimental
scenario fits the assumed model and thus results are
assumed to be optimistic. Secondly we also give an up-
per bound of the performance WForacle, using an oracle
Rss , calculated from the clean speech signal.

From Figure 3(b) we see that doubling the number of
transmitters yields an increase of approximately three
dB in SNR for the averaging scheme. This increase
in SNR is expected when the desired signal in multi-
ple channels are identical, but the noise is perfectly
uncorrelated. Thus, we confirmed that randomization
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Fig. 3: Depicted is the the output SNR, dependent on the quantization SNR (a), or dependent on the number of
channels (b) at a quantization SNR of 5 dB.

successfully decorrelated the quantization noise of the
different transmitters.

Both Wiener filtering approaches improve the quality,
compared to the averaging scheme. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed scheme at different quan-
tization accuracies, we present the output SNROUT as
a function of the input SNRQuant, in Figure 3(a). To
eliminate multi-channel effects from the test, we chose
to use a single transmitter.

As we see in the graphs Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(a),
both approaches WFest and WForacle yield an increase
in SNR for the tested scenarios without external noise.

5 Conclusions

We recently presented a method for including features
of distributed coding into a state-of-the-art speech and
audio codec based on randomization before quantiza-
tion. This approach decorrelates the quantization noise
of the different transmitters, whereby an increase in
quality can be expected when combining the signals.

In this paper, we show how to include Wiener filter-
ing to minimize quantization noise at the decoder. We
show how to constrain the computational complexity
by separating the randomization process from the en-
hancement. Moreover, we propose methods to jointly
minimize interference at the microphones and quanti-
zation noise applying Wiener filtering.

In the evaluation we show that the randomization pro-
cess avoids the bias of the arithmetic coder towards
zero values. This however leads to a slight noisyness
in the higher frequencies. The proposed enhancement
process attenuates noise and improves quality in all

tested scenarios, even if the quantization noise correla-
tion is estimated in a rudimentary way. We have thus
demonstrated that Wiener filtering can be effectively
combined with randomization in a distributed codec.
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